
Background

East Lake is in Canberra’s inner south and includes parts of Fyshwick, 
Kingston and Griffith. It is bounded by the Jerrabomberra Wetlands, 
Kingston Foreshore development, Wentworth Avenue, Canberra Avenue 
and the Monaro Highway. The area involved is 471 hectares, 221 of 
which are in the Jerrabomberra Wetlands Nature Reserve.

The vision for East Lake is that it will become a lively, high-density urban 
community showcasing sustainable development. It is expected to 
include a mix of housing in an environment which includes open spaces 
and public areas, connected to existing and new shops, employment 
opportunities, schools and other facilities.

2007 Public consultation 

The ACT Planning and Land Authority developed the East Lake Draft Planning Report in September 2007 to identify 
what might happen in this area in the future. This report summarised site investigations and studies which had been 
done up to that time. It also outlined an innovative approach to urban intensification, reflecting the latest thinking in 
sustainable development.

The report recognised the important natural, cultural and historic aspects of East Lake and proposed measures to 
protect and enhance these while ensuring the area’s full potential could be realised.  

The draft report was the basis for broad community consultation and further testing and analysis of the draft objectives. 
It was released for public consultation from 27 September to 23 November 2007. 

ACTPLA held two consultation events during the consultation period:

• a public information session on 24 October at the Old Bus Depot Markets.

• a joint information meeting with the Department of Housing and Community Services for Causeway residents  
 on 23 October at the Causeway Hall. 

Community comments

In total 48 submissions were received on the draft report from many sectors of the community. Submissions covered a 
broad range of issues.  

Why is CSIRO involved?

This project aims to showcase new thinking and ideas about housing and development. The ACT Government and 
CSIRO have set up a partnership under the CSIRO’s Sustainable Communities Initiative to help achieve this goal. 

CSIRO also consulted with stakeholders from September to November. This included a number of workshops with 
industry groups, community organisations, government agencies and with Causeway residents. The main purpose 
of the CSIRO consultation was not to draw comment on the draft report, but to seek broader visions, aspirations 
and expectations for the East Lake area. Details of the CSIRO stakeholder engagement process and report, and the 
Sustainable Communities Initiative are available from www.csiro.au/partnerships/EastLakeUrbanRenewal.html 
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Issues raised

Overall, the sustainability initiatives being considered under the project and the potential to revitalise and enhance 
the local area were generally supported. A wide range of views were expressed on how various parts of the urban 
renewal process should proceed, including concerns about the possibility of the project vision and objectives not 
being met.

The main themes that came out of the consultation were:

• the partnership with the CSIRO is supported as a way to achieve sustainability

• protection and conservation of Jerrabomberra Wetlands is a high priority

• existing residents at the Causeway should be consulted and informed. A range of future housing options   
 should be made available to these residents

• a mix of housing types and tenures should be provided

• sustainable transport modes including walking, cycling, efficient bus-systems and light-rail should be   
 promoted and integrated in the development

• the provision of passenger rail should be accessible, convenient and promote the capital, in a location that   
 has been carefully considered

• historic rail should be provided for on a suitable site to accommodate operations

• sustainable development that sets new benchmarks should be achieved across the precinct and    
 mandated for all new buildings

• building heights should be reviewed

• facilities for all sectors of the local community should be included.

The comments received covered a broad range of issues and concerns. They generally fell into a number of areas 
which are outlined below. While not every issue raised is reflected here, the main issues raised are identified.

Sustainability 

East Lake is to be a showcase of sustainable urban development. People commented that:  

• a range of tools and methods should be incorporated into planning and design

• sustainable development should be mandatory for the entire precinct

• renewable energy sources and cogeneration should be explored

• sustainability should be considered at each stage of development, including block orientation at this stage   
 of planning.

How buildings look

The urban renewal identified for East Lake provides the opportunity to establish different looking buildings across the 
precinct. People commented that: 

• building heights should be reviewed – the views expressed varied in regard to lower versus higher building   
 height limits

• buildings should reflect existing heritage in buildings and spaces 

• suitable buildings should be provided for different community needs.



Environment

The Jerrabomberra Wetlands are a significant feature of East Lake and protecting and enhancing the wetlands is 
important to planning in the area. 

Comments supported protecting the wetlands and highlighted the need to establish an appropriate transition area 
between urban development and conservation areas. This applies to access, recreation activities, what buildings look 
like and stormwater management, with safeguards and protection measures incorporated.

Heritage

The Draft Planning Report identified items listed on relevant heritage registers although further comment was drawn 
on items of heritage value. People said: 

• other items of heritage in East Lake had not been identified (i.e. they were not on a heritage register or   
 nominated yet for inclusion)

• the development potential and reuse of heritage sites should be considered

• the Griffin Legacy and original planning for Canberra should be reflected in any development.

Transport

The location of East Lake close to employment and existing facilities highlighted the need for access to high quality 
sustainable transport. People said: 

• good access to public transport should be provided

• development should be integrated with rapid transit such as light rail

• enhanced cycle and pedestrian links from and through East Lake should be provided.

Rail

The prominence of rail uses in the East Lake precinct and consideration of the future of heavy rail in conjunction with 
planning for the area drew a range of comments. People commented on: 

• the location of the passenger station and the need to enhance access to passenger rail

• the needs and future location for the Australian Railway Historical Society operations

• integration of rail infrastructure with urban environment

• freight rail options needing to be kept open.

Housing

The urban renewal process provides the opportunity for a range of different housing types and products to be 
provided. People said:  

• the development should respond to demand for affordable housing

• a range of housing tenures should be provided including public housing, community housing, communal   
 living, low-middle income housing

• low-income and social housing should include sustainability measures such as reduced energy    
 consumption to reduce running-costs.



The Causeway

The Causeway is a significant part of East Lake and the community values and expectations should be recognised 
in the future of the area. People said: 

• the new development needs opportunities for existing residents to stay in the area

• a range of housing options should be available

• community connections should be protected

•    impacts on residents from construction activities in the area should be considered.

Summary

The Draft Planning Report was intended as a basis for broader community consultation and further testing and 
analysis of the draft objectives. While not every issue and aspect of the area could be addressed in full detail, 
the report allowed the main issues facing the sustainable renewal of the East Lake area to be identified.  The 
consultation process gave the community an opportunity to express their views on the future of the area early on in 
the planning process.  

Next steps

The diverse and complex issues raised in submissions are being considered further by ACTPLA and informing 
ongoing studies for the planning of East Lake. Further testing and analysis of the draft objectives is also continuing 
with CSIRO as part of the three-year Sustainable Communities Initiative.  

All of the issues raised in submissions will be taken into account in a revised planning report on East Lake, which is 
expected to be finished in mid-2009. 

This revised report will also be informed by further studies and work undertaken by both ACTPLA and CSIRO. 

The revised report will accompany a draft Variation to the Territory Plan, which will finalise the framework for the 
future planning and development of East Lake.  

When this draft Variation is released a formal public consultation process will take place, providing more 
opportunities for community review and input on the future of the area.

More information

Information on the East Lake urban renewal project will be updated on the ACT Planning and Land Authority website 
as it is developed and released.  For more information contact the ACTPLA East Lake Planning Team.

Website:  www.actpla.act.gov.au

Email: actpla.feedback@act.gov.au

Phone:   (02) 6207 1923

Fax:  (02) 6207 1925

Post: GPO Box 1908 CANBERRA ACT 2601

Visit: Customer Service Centre, Ground Floor South, Dame Pattie 
  Menzies House, 16 Challis Street, Dickson ACT 2602


